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Introduction 

The strive for reducing energy consumption in buildings is becoming increasingly important 

nowadays. This measurement report describes a Multi-Agent System (MAS) that monitors and 

controls an office room in order to save energy as well as to increase the occupant’s comfort level. 

Energy saving is realized by, e.g. adjusting the thermostat setpoint according to the energy price 

fluctuations and utilizing sunlight when appropriate. The comfort level in the room is increased by, 

e.g. adapting temperature and light intensity according to the occupant´s personal preferences. 

 

The electrical devices that are used in the office room are divided into two groups, i.e. sensory 

devices and actuator devices. The sensory devices pass on data about the environmental conditions 

of the room to the appropriate agents. With this information the agents create a perception of their 

environment. The sensory devices that are used are for temperature, luminance and illuminance. The 

actuator devices are not only able to read the state of the device but they can also change it. These 

devices are used by the agents to change the state of an electrical device. The actuator devices that 

are used are lamps, a radiator and a chiller. 

 

For the evaluation of the MAS, several experiments are performed in a test room that represents an 

ordinary office room. These experiments are divided into two groups, i.e. controlling the 

environmental parameters without using agents and controlling the environmental parameters with 

agents. 

 

 

  



The multi-agent system (MAS) 

For the development of a MAS, a lot of different agent platforms exist. The platform that is used in 

this report is the JADE platform. JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) is a software 

development framework which possesses all the necessary components, e.g. agent development, 

agent communication and debugging tools, for creating multi-agent systems and also it’s written in 

Java. 

 

For the communication between the agents and the electrical devices of the office room, i.e. sensors 

and actuators for lights, heating and cooling, a Java IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is 

needed. The development environment that is used in this report is Eclipse. Eclipse is able to work 

with numerous programming languages and applications by integrating the correct plug-in tools and 

it’s entirely free to use. 

 

The MAS used in the tests consists of four different agents with each having its own goals. Three of 

these agents, i.e. the Heating agent, Cooling agent and Lighting agent, are responsible for providing a 

good comfort level for the occupant in the room. These agents are therefore directly connected to 

the sensors and actuators in the room and are able to give instructions to certain electrical devices in 

order to change the room conditions. The fourth agent, i.e. the Room agent, has no direct 

connections with the room at all. Instead this agent is linked to the three other agents and thus has 

an indirect influence on the climatic conditions in the room. The objective of this agent is to save 

energy. Since the objective of this agent can sometimes conflict with the objectives of the three 

other agents, the Room agent is provided with a reasoning function which helps the agent to decide 

when and how to save energy. 

 

Some general rules (or constraints) of the MAS: 

• When a person is in the room, the temperature, luminance and illuminance are adapted to 

his/her personal preferences, unless the Room agent opts for energy saving measurements. 

• When the room is empty the heating, cooling and lighting are automatically turned off. 

• The door is always closed first before the heating or cooling is turned on. 

• Decisions of the Room agent always overrule decisions made by the other agents. 

• The temperature outside the room is the temperature of the laboratory and this 

temperature cannot be controlled by the MAS. 

 

 

  



The test room 

 

The experiments are conducted in a test room (see figure 1) in the BPS Laboratory in the Vertigo 

building on the TU/e campus. This room is equipped with the following control systems (see figure 2): 

• An air inlet which provides both ventilation and cooling. This air inlet is positioned in the 

center of the room. The power of the chiller which provides the cooling is 5,1 kW. 

• Luminaires on the ceiling that provide (artificial) lighting. Although this light is steplessly 

variable, it is only used as an on/off switch in the experiments. The power of the lights is 

230W. 

• One vertically placed panel consisting of many fluorescent tubes. This light panel represents 

an exterior window and imitates the effect of sunlight falling into the room. Since this light is 

steplessly variable it’s also suitable to mimic blinds. 

• An electric radiator which provides heat to the room. This radiator is placed directly below 

the vertical light panel. The power of the radiator is 1250W. 

• A door which can be opened and closed mechanically. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Map of the test room including actuators Figure 1: Map of the test room (ID 1785) 

Figure 3: Vertical light panel Figure 4: Radiator in the test room Figure 5: Door of the test room 



For the experiments the MAS needs to receive information about the environmental parameters in 

the test room in order to function properly. This information enables the MAS to create a perception 

of the room and leads to actions of the agents if the conditions in the room do not match the 

occupant’s preferences. The input for the agents are provided by the following sensors (see figure 6): 

• Temperature sensors (internal room temperature, external temperature and air inlet 

temperature). 

• Photometer (aimed at the light panel). 

• Lux meter (placed on a table in the room). 

 

 
Figuur 6: Map of the test room including sensors 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Temperature sensor Figure 8: Photometer Figure 9: Lux meter 



 

The MAS also needs actuators in order to be able to actually change the environmental conditions of 

the room. When the input from the sensors do not match the desired conditions of the room, the 

MAS runs a sequence of actions to condition the room to the right values. The agents give 

instructions to the following actuators: 

• The heating agent, which turns the radiator on or off. 

• The cooling agent, which turns the cooling in the air inlet on or off. 

• The lighting agent, which turns the luminaires on or off and also modifies the light intensity 

of the light panel. 

 

 

  



The measurements 

In order to test the MAS in the test room, several experiments are run. These experiments are based 

on scenarios of regular workdays in offices. For the experiments the following cases are considered: 

- Two person profiles, i.e. an energy waster and an energy saver. The energy wasting occupant 

does not care about high energy consumptions and the energy conscious occupant tries to 

keep the energy consumption at a minimum 

- Two weather profiles, i.e. a clouded winter day and a clear summer day. During the winter 

days heating is taken into account but cooling is not and during the summer days cooling is 

taken into account and heating is not. 

- Four control approaches, i.e. one manual control and three different MAS control 

approaches. The manual control is based on the thermostat approach where occupants set 

the desired temperature manually. This method is used in most buildings [Davidsson and 

Boman, 2005]. The MAS control consists of cooperating agents that control both the 

temperature and lighting in the room automatically. The agents’ temperature setpoint is 

based on the preferred temperature of the occupant that is present in the room. 

In total there are 16 possible combinations with these cases. All 16 experiments are numbered from 

1.1 to 4.4. The java files that are needed for these experiments are listed in table 1. 

 
Table 1: Experiments and the corresponding java files. The first two columns need to be read separately from the last 

two columns. The “MAS agents” in the table indicate the combination of the Heating agent, Cooling agent, Lighting agent 

and Room agent. 

Experiment Java files Experiments Java files 

Scenario 1.1 Scenario1_without_MAS.java 

AnalogInput_without_MAS.java 

Scenario 3.1 Scenario3_without_MAS.java 

AnalogInput_without_MAS.java 

Scenario 1.2 Person1Heating.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 3.2 Person2Heating.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 1.3 Person1Heating.java 

DailyProfile1Clouded.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 3.3 Person2Heating.java 

DailyProfile2Clouded.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 1.4 Person1Heating.java 

DailyProfile1aClouded.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 3.4 Person2Heating.java 

DailyProfile2aClouded.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 2.1 Scenario2_without_MAS.java 

AnalogInput_without_MAS.java 

Scenario 4.1 Scenario4_without_MAS.java 

AnalogInput_without_MAS.java 

Scenario 2.2 Person1Cooling.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 4.2 Person2Cooling.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 2.3 Person1Cooling.java 

DailyProfile1Sunny.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 4.3 Person2Cooling.java 

DailyProfile2Sunny.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 2.4 Person1Cooling.java 

DailyProfile1aSunny.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

Scenario 4.4 Person2Cooling.java 

DailyProfile2aSunny.java 

MAS agents 

Sensors.java 

 

The measurement results, discussion and conclusion can be found in the thesis “A Multi-Agent 

System for controlling multiple comfort aspects”. 


